
Planet Narnia Chart 
Compiled by Brenton Dickieson 

Compiled from Michael Ward’s Planet Narnia (2008), his website, Lewis’ poem on “The Planets” (quotes in quotation marks), parts of Lewis’ The Discarded Image, and some 
research into the planets. The table is intentionally designed toward reading Lewis’ fiction with Planet Narnia as a resource. 

Book Planet Metal Liberal Art Planetary Qualities Ransom 
Cycle Name 

Greek Name 

LWW Jupiter 
(Jove) 

tin Geometry joy (jovial), sanguine, wine and celebration, festal, greatest and kingliest of 
planets, peace and serenity (temperate), sky and thunder, eagle, lion-hearted, 
good fortune, “Of wrath ended / And woes mended, of winter passed / And guilt 
forgiven” 

Glund, 
Glundandra 

Zeus 
(Thor in 
Norse myth) 

PC Mars iron Music Infortuna Minor, god of war (military strength and knightly discipline), Mars 
Silvanus (growth in March), courage and orderliness or cruelty and lawlessness, 
horses, double-edged sword (“hired gladiator / Of evil and good / All’s one to 
Mars”) 

Malacandra Ares 

VDT Sol (Sun) gold Arithmetic generosity and riches oppose greed, light, wisdom, liberality, freedom, the sphere 
of heaven, “hurts and humbles”, lizard-slayer and mouse-catcher, clarity (“mists 
parted”), alchemy 

Arbol Apollo 

SC Luna 
(Moon) 

silver Grammar lunacy, inconstancy and confusion (or the border of mutability), envy, doubt, 
wateriness, enchantment, ageless 

Sulva Selene 

HHB Mercury quicksilver 
(mercury) 

Dialectics quicksilver, swiftness and haste, heraldry and messenger of the gods, skill in 
speech and learning (“lord of language”), brisk, cheerful, bright, eccentric, divides 
and recombines (like quicksilver), unity and multiplicity (“multitude of meeting 
selves / Same but sundered”), marriage promises, flute, sound and pattern, god 
of villains and street urchins 

Viritrilbia Hermes 
(Odin in 
Norse myth) 

MN Venus  copper Rhetoric sweetness, warmth, beauty, laughter, motherliness, agricultural and human 
fertility, springtime, romantic love, sex and sexuality, creativity, morning and 
evening star (Hesperus), two Venuses in Lewis: infernal and fortunate, “her 
breath’s sweetness / Bewitch the worlds” 

Perelandra Aphrodite 
(Ishtar in 
Babylon; see 
TWHF) 

LB Saturn lead Astronomy melancholy, silence, darkness (“light fails us”), sickness and old age, treachery, 
disaster and death, godly sorrow and penitence, wisdom, contemplation, 
misfortune, Father Time (Chronos), “Heaven’s heritage / high and lonely” 

Lurga Chronos 


